
Sacred Body 741 

Chapter 741: The pattern of the hidden veins of the monarch family, the theory of the level of the soul, 

the method of the soul... 

Jun Yinhuang, Jun Qingyan, as the top arrogant of the Jun family, his strength is naturally impressive. 

However, because of the hidden veins of the Jun family, they have always been low-key and hidden 

from the world, so these two Tianjiao are also not well-known. 

Even on the ultimate ancient road, there is not much reputation. 

But in some small circles of top talents, they all know these two people. 

However, in comparison, Jun Xiaoyao, who is the main line of the monarch's family, is too famous. 

Since stepping on the road of God, Jun Xiaoyao's name has not been silent, pushing horizontally all the 

way through the ultimate ancient road. 

This kind of influence is far beyond the comparison of Emperor Jun Yin and others. 

And now, among the young people in the Jun family's hidden veins, they are also faintly divided into two 

camps. 

On the one hand, it is the camp that dislikes Jun Xiaoyao. 

This camp believes that their hidden veins should be kept isolated from their main veins. 

And they also felt that Emperor Jun Yin and Jun Qingyan were not much weaker than the main line of 

Jun Xiaoyao, Jun Moxiao, and Jun Lingcang. 

The other camp is full of curiosity and a touch of worship towards Jun Xiaoyao and others. 

They believed that regardless of the main vein and hidden veins, they belonged to the family of the 

monarchs, and there was no need to distinguish them as clearly as Chuhe and Han circles. 

Moreover, Jun Xiaoyao is strong, and they are also with You Rongyan. 

Obviously, Jun Xuanming belongs to the camp that dislikes Jun Xiaoyao. 

And Jun Lanxi is the one that supports it. 

"Well, we don't need to quarrel about this matter. What we should focus on right now is the chance of 

Emperor Burial Star. There was news before that the Emperor Burial Star has the remains of our 

ancestors from the Jun family." 

When Jun Xuanming said this, there was also a fiery color in his eyes. 

"Cousin Qingyan told us that the dispute over the ancient road is very dangerous, so let us not take it 

lightly." Jun Lanxi frowned Liu's eyebrows and hesitated. 

"Are you afraid of this danger, isn't our hidden vein Tianjiao weaker than the main vein?" Jun Xuanming 

retorted. 
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"Yes, we can also get a chance." You Tianjiao echoed. 

"Hey, let it be with you, you will be born then, see how you respond." Jun Lanxi shook his head slightly. 

The Jun family has hidden veins, isolated from the world, and low-key. 

To some extent, it is also like a greenhouse. 

Jun Xuanming and others, who are the flowers in the greenhouse, have not experienced any experience. 

Tianjiao, who doesn't want to be the main line, competes internally and goes out to practice in order to 

compete for the top ten ranks. 

This is the difference between the main channel and the hidden channel. 

The main line is vigorously upward, striving for the upper reaches, swimming in this world of great 

competition. 

However, the hidden veins are just a corner, thinking that they should develop silently instead of being 

so sharp. 

This is actually the divergence of ideas between the main channel and the hidden channel. 

"I don't know if the Xiaoyao brother can change this situation and let the two veins become one?" Jun 

Lanxi muttered in his heart. 

She wants to see this scene. 

Unimaginable, Ruo Yinmai returns. 

How strong will the Jun family be? 

... 

The opening of Emperor Burial Star has attracted countless arrogances. 

The Emperor Burial Star also became lively. 

All kinds of top talents that are rarely seen on weekdays are now rushing to the Emperor Burial Star in 

droves. 

For almost the same time, Jun Xiaoyao has been practicing in retreat with peace of mind. 

For him, there is no need to worry about finding this and that opportunity. 

Just step by step and follow your own pace. 

In a blink of an eye, three months passed. 

Inside an ancient star. 

Jun Xiaoyao sits in the star core. 

At a certain moment, he suddenly opened his eyes. 



An extremely vast primordial power spread out. 

The entire star is beginning to crack and cannot withstand this impact. 

You know, this is not a mana shock, but a soul shock. 

Just relying on the power of the primordial spirit can shatter the stars, which is terrifying. 

Influencing matter with the soul is far from simple. 

At this moment, in Jun Xiaoyao's mind. 

The seed of the past has been completely refined. 

Three avenue flowers bloom. 

On the middle flower, sitting cross-legged with the present soul. 

And on the flower on the left, the former soul, gradually condensed into a human form from a hazy 

glow. 

Finally, it is slowly shaped into a miniature version of Jun Xiaoyao. 

This is exactly the soul of the past. 

With the concentration of the soul of the past, the power of the soul of Jun Xiaoyao once again reached 

a peak. 

The primordial spirit of Jun Xiaoyao first cultivated the power of the **** image to suppress prison, and 

the strength of the primordial spirit also soared tenfold. 

Then swallowed the will of the ancient world. 

It also condenses the present soul and the past soul. 

Just talking about the power of the soul, Jun Xiaoyao is now enough to get rid of those supreme taboo 

Tianjiao. 

"My current primordial power, if measured, has almost reached the infinite level, right?" Jun Xiaoyao 

figured out. 

The power of the soul of the soul is also level. 

It's just that the primordial spirit is too difficult to cultivate, and most people can't cultivate at a higher 

level. 

Therefore, the primordial spirit level has not been widely spread. 

The Yuanshen level is divided into eight levels in terms of quality and vigor. 

Ordinary, Peerless, Extraordinary, Infinite, Hengsha, Holocaust, Immortal, Liberation. 

Generally speaking, the strong in the holy realm is the stage where the saints dominate. 

The soul level can reach the peerless level, which is already extremely good. 



Able to crush most of the strong people of the same level in the primordial spirit. 

As for the Transcendent level, it is rare. 

Generally speaking, it is possible for a strong person above the quasi-superior to cultivate his soul to the 

extraordinary level. 

As for Jun Xiaoyao, now it's just the Great Sacred Realm. 

Before, his primordial spirit strength was already extraordinary. 

Now that he has practiced, he has directly achieved an infinite breakthrough. 

What is the concept of infinite? 

The power of the Yuanshen is vast and incalculable. 

It can be said that the general supreme can hardly reach the infinite level. 

Unless there is a big chance, or specializing in the Tao of the soul can it be achieved. 

"When I cultivate the future soul, will my soul level go further~www.mtlnovel.com~ to reach the 

Hengsha level?" Jun Xiaoyao thought. 

The Hengsha-level primordial spirit has countless thoughts in his mind, comparable to the number of 

Ganges sand. 

In a single thought, you can search the endless universe. 

Practicing all kinds of magical powers, you will feel free to feel your thoughts. 

You can also vaguely see a trace of the veins in the dark. 

Why can those big men above the quasi-emperor peer into fate, explore the long river of time, and 

deduct changes in the world? 

It is because their soul has reached the Hengsha level or above. 

If Jun Xiaoyao wants to accurately deduce the changes in his inner universe, he also needs the help of 

the soul. 

Simply put, the higher the level of the soul is like the more powerful central processing unit, which can 

cope with all kinds of changes and has all kinds of magical effects. 

"By the way, there is also my primordial spirit attacking method that I have learned with the help of 

reincarnation." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

He was in retreat for several months, but he not only refined the seeds of the past, but also refined the 

soul of the past. 

He also comprehended a method of attacking his own soul. 

"Reincarnation Tribulation!" 

In Jun Xiaoyao's eyes, a vortex of soul suddenly appeared. 



Vaguely, there seemed to be a reincarnation for a hundred times. 

All kinds of scenes, thousands of causes, intertwined. 

It is conceivable that if an enemy with a slightly weak willpower is caught in reincarnation. 

You will definitely lose yourself in it, and your soul will be wiped out and become a zombie. 

Now the primordial spirit has given Jun Xiaoyao the great day Tathagata that illuminates the world of 

dharma and suppresses everything. 

In the past, the soul gave Jun Xiaoyao the reincarnation robbery, a look that can drag the enemy into the 

illusion of reincarnation and control life and death. 

"It's almost time to get out." 

When Jun Xiaoyao's divine thought moved, the power of the primordial spirit broke out and turned into 

a vast storm, and the whole star directly cracked, shattered, and disintegrated! 

A thought of broken stars! 

Chapter 742: The plan of the 10th Prince of the Golden Crow, Shengjiao Shengtian 1, the Dragon King 

Palace... 

After this period of cultivation, Jun Xiaoyao's cultivation level has not improved much. 

But the Yuanshen cultivation base has greatly improved, reaching an infinite level. 

It can be said that among the younger generation, there is almost no primordial spirit level higher than 

Jun Xiaoyao. 

In terms of cultivation level, there are only a few people who have reached the Great Sacred Realm, and 

they can count them with their fingers. 

Moreover, the strength of Jun Xiaoyao is far from comparable to that of the ordinary Great Sacred 

Realm. 

Using the realm to try to figure out the true strength of Jun Xiaoyao is the most stupid behavior. 

"The ultimate ancient road is almost finished, and there is no opponent that really interests me. Even 

Ling Yuan, Gu Dizi and others seem so boring." 

Jun Xiaoyao shook his head. 

He stepped on and disappeared into the void. 

Jun Xiaoyao is ready to move on. 

And halfway through, he also heard the news about the opening of Emperor Burial Star. 

"Emperor Burial Star? You can go and take a look." Jun Xiaoyao murmured. 

In the past, if the Emperor Burial Star was opened, a group of top and peerless Tianjiao figures on the 

ultimate ancient road would gather. 
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I hope there will be a few people who can make Jun Xiaoyao feel less boring this time. 

Jun Xiaoyao traveled through the space, swiftly and swiftly, to the Emperor Burial Star. 

... 

Emperor Burial Star has been on for a while, and many Tianjiao are fighting for hegemony, looking for 

opportunities. 

From time to time there is news that XX Tianjiao has gained the heritage of the world and rises against 

the sky. 

On Emperor Burial Star, there is no shortage of opportunities to soar into the sky. 

And at this moment, on the continent of Emperor Burying Star. 

More than a dozen figures are walking in the air. 

It was Jun Lanxi and Jun Xuanming who came to bury the emperor star. 

"If the rumors are good, the ruins of that side should be in the depths of this continent." Jun Xuanming 

said. 

"I still think we should notify cousin Qingyan and others first." Jun Lanxi hesitated. 

"Jun Lanxi, are you still the arrogant of my hidden veins? If people in the main line see us so cowering, 

how can they look at us?" Jun Xuanming said with some dissatisfaction. 

He just wanted to let the people of the monarch's line see it. 

Each of their hidden geniuses is outstanding in strength and outstanding. 

Jun Lanxi didn't say much anymore, she knew that Jun Xuanming had been with Emperor Jun Yin since 

he was a child and was used to receiving shelter. 

I don't know how cruel the outside world is. 

In fact, most of the Tianjiao in the hidden veins have always stayed in the hidden veins to practice, and 

rarely come out to practice. 

Several hours passed. 

In front is a undulating mountain range, with fairy light, purple air surging, Yao grass and strange flowers 

everywhere, and the beast prancing. 

"There really is a chance here." Jun Xuanming's eyes lit up, and he couldn't wait. 

Jun Lanxi secretly raised his mind. 

They stepped into the mountains, where many thousands of years of old medicine grew. 

But just when they are about to pick. 

Suddenly the whole mountain range was filled with rune formations. 



Various formation patterns are imprinted in the void, rotating and moving like star tracks. 

Seeing this scene, some Yinmai Tianjiao's expressions changed. 

A look of surprise flashed across Jun Xuanming's eyes, but his expression was generally calm. 

"Who is it?" Jun Lanxi shouted coldly. 

They did not panic too much. 

After all, it is the Tianjiao of the Jun family's hidden veins, and he still has the confidence to have. 

"Hehe, I thought I would calculate the sequence of the Jun's family, but I didn't expect it to be a group of 

people who I had never expected." 

In the distance, the sun appeared in the sky. 

They are the princes of the Sun Mountain. 

In the ship of good fortune, the five princes of the Golden Crow fell. 

There are still five remaining, among them the ten strongest Golden Crow Prince. 

His hair is as bright as gold, and his pupils are also golden, with a sense of transcendence. 

Born with the ancient Golden Crow bloodline and the rare Sun Eucharist. 

The tenth prince of the Golden Crow is believed to have a little shadow of the Golden Crow when he 

was young. 

Not to mention him, it is the other four princes, each of whom is a dragon and a phoenix, with 

extraordinary cultivation. 

"The Sun God Mountain..." Jun Lanxi frowned slightly. 

"Several brothers, we seem to have no grudges and no grudges, right?" Jun Xuanming said solemnly. 

They obviously came to search for opportunities. 

Now it seems to be calculated. 

This makes Jun Xuanming not in a good mood and feels like a fool. 

"No grievances and no grudges, heh, my brothers, didn't they die by Jun Xiaoyao?" The tenth Prince 

Jinwu said indifferently. 

When Jun Xuanming heard the words, his face was taken aback, and then said: "You are looking for the 

fault of the son of the Jun family, what is the matter with us?" 

Jun Xuanming felt wronged and was completely calculated for nothing. 

"It doesn't matter, you are also surnamed Jun, you also have the blood of the Jun family flowing in your 

body, capture you, and then let that Jun Xiaoyao come to die." The tenth Prince of the Golden Crow 

meant killing. 



He is confident of his strength. 

Moreover, it is not only the Sun God Mountain who wants to deal with Jun Xiaoyao. 

As for the main channel and hidden channels, he doesn't care about it. 

It's enough to be able to lead Jun Xiaoyao to come. 

"The tenth prince of the Golden Crow, you have passed a little bit. My low-key nature is not your 

arrogant capital." Jun Xuanming frowned. 

Although the Jun family's hidden pulse is low-key, it is also the Jun family anyway, not everyone can 

provoke it. 

Even forces of the same level must be weighed carefully. 

"Do you think the only one who is dissatisfied with that Jun Xiaoyao is this prince?" A sneer overflowed 

from the corner of Jinwu tenth prince's mouth. 

At this time, two more figures emerged. 

The whole body is filled with sacred aura, and the power of faith entangles its body. 

It was an extremely detached man with a sacred robe. 

It is the Holy Heaven One of the Gulan Holy Church, the first of the eight sons. 

The other, dressed in a golden dragon armor, also had golden dragon horns on his forehead. 

He is holding a golden dragon spear, his face is handsome, and the corner of his mouth is always with a 

cold and proud smile. 

Dragon King Palace Xiaolong King, Xuan Ye. 

The Dragon King Palace had also intervened halfway in the previous immortal battle of the Jun family. 

And this Xuan Ye, known as the Little Dragon King, is the supreme taboo Tianjiao with the highest 

strength in the Dragon King Palace. 

Seeing these two people appear, the expressions of Jun Xuanming, Jun Lanxi and others finally changed 

completely. 

These people work together, unless Emperor Jun Yin and Emperor Qingyan show up, who can stop? 

Although they are strong, it is difficult to escape from such a lineup. 

The tenth prince of the Golden Crow slowly raised his hand, and the formation began to move. 

In an instant, many formations blocked the mountain range. 

At the same time, all kinds of killing lights appeared in the void, extremely bright and powerful. 

Jun Xuanming, Jun Lanxi and others hurriedly returned, UU reading www. Uukanshu.com formed a circle 

to resist the oppression of the formation. 



Shengtianyi and Xuanye didn't do anything, and didn't care about Jun Xuanming and others. 

What they care about is Jun Xiaoyao. 

It can be said that the fastest way to become famous on the ultimate ancient road now is to step on Jun 

Xiaoyao under his feet. 

Not to mention the friction between the forces behind them and Jun Xiaoyao, it is difficult to reconcile. 

"Jun Xuanming, this time is fine." Jun Lanxi clenched her silver teeth tightly. 

Unexpectedly, the ominous premonition became reality. 

But the only thing to be thankful for is that the Tenth Prince of the Golden Crow and the others did not 

immediately kill them. 

Obviously use them as bait. 

"How can you blame me, it's all about Jun Xiaoyao. If he hadn't made so many enemies, how could our 

Yinmai be implicated?" 

Chapter 743: Yinmai Tianjiao is trapped, Jiang Luoli is in crisis, the gate of life and death 

Jun Xuanming did not reflect on his behavior, but instead pushed everything to Jun Xiaoyao. 

If Jun Xiaoyao didn't make so many enemies, their hidden veins would not be implicated. 

"Jun Xuanming, you..." Even Jun Lanxi was speechless. I never thought that Jun Xuanming would have 

this kind of thought. 

Jun Xiaoyao fought in all directions, pushed the ancient road horizontally, and raised the prestige of the 

Jun family. 

When everyone mentions Jun Xiaoyao and Jun's family, they are all filled with awe and admiration. 

As a result, in Jun Xuanming's mouth, Jun Xiaoyao seemed to be a troublemaker. 

"Why, am I wrong, we hide our veins, live in seclusion, and pay attention to harmony, rather than 

picking things everywhere, fighting and fighting." Jun Xuanming said. 

Jun Lanxi sighed deeply. 

Jun Xuanming, after all, is the flower in the greenhouse. 

She also felt that there was something wrong with Yinmai, and there was a mistake in her thinking. 

Thousands of frosts compete freely. 

Competition is the law of nature and will never escape. 

But right now, it is not the time to discuss these. 

They are like turtles in an urn, and it is difficult to resist. 

"Will the Xiaoyao brother really come?" Jun Lanxi couldn't help thinking. 
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When she heard about Jun Xiaoyao, her ears became callous. 

But I haven't really seen it yet. 

The news that Junjia Yinmai Tianjiao was trapped, spread out without accident. 

Some Tianjiao who didn't know much were a little puzzled, and didn't understand the meaning of Junjia 

Yinmai. 

Some people who knew a little bit were surprised. 

In this world of great controversy, even the hidden veins of the emperor's self-proclaimed family have 

begun to walk the world? 

If this is the case, will there be any connection with the monarch line? 

This is no small matter. 

If the hidden veins return, the overall strength of the Jun family will definitely skyrocket. 

At that time, even if Xian Ting reorganized and wanted to deal with the Jun family, it was never that 

simple. 

Many Tianjiao rushed to the place where Jun Lanxi and others were trapped, wanting to find out. 

Moreover, just the three top-level supreme taboos of the Ten Golden Crow Prince, Shengtianyi, and 

Xuan Ye were enough to attract the attention of all directions. 

They are also very curious. 

If the son of the Jun family really came to bury the emperor star, would he come out for the hidden 

veins he had never met before? 

In the entire Emperor Burial Star, many eyes were attracted to the past tense by the Golden Crow Ten 

Prince and others. 

Another conspiracy is proceeding quietly. 

In Funeral Star, an ancient archipelago. 

A light and delicate little beauty leaped between the islands like a rabbit. 

The blue silk ponytails rise and fall with the girl's movement. 

The girl has bright eyes and white teeth, and her skin is as bright as snow, beautiful and vulgar. 

There are two pear vortexes on Xuerun's tender face, which add to the beauty. 

It's not Jiang Luoli or who. 

"On this Emperor Burial Star, where is my chance?" Jiang Luoli was a little bit distressed. 

She has been searching for all kinds of opportunities to strengthen herself. 

Jiang Luoli also heard news about Jun Xiaoyao and Jiang Shengyi from time to time. 



Jun Xiaoyao needn't say much, for him, miracles are things created casually. 

However, Jiang Shengyi has also completely risen, and has now become the most eye-catching existence 

on the ancient road. 

Beauty is equal to strength. 

To be honest, Jiang Luoli felt a little uncomfortable. 

Although she is also the jewel in the palm of the Jiang family, she has a spiritual body. 

But compared with the congenital Dao tire, it is still a little bit worse. 

Of course, it's just a little bit. 

After all, the primordial soul body can also be combined with the ancient sacrament to become a 

terrifying soul corpus. 

The Yuanling Eucharist is not much weaker than the Innate Eucharist. 

Almost unlimited mana is superimposed on the unparalleled physical body, if the Essence Body is born, 

it can dominate the ups and downs of the world. 

"Luo Li, work hard to become stronger!" 

Jiang Luoli patted her jade cheek with her little hand, fighting spirit in her star eyes. 

Although Jun Xiaoyao has come very far, she still won't give up. 

She didn't want Jun Xiaoyao to ignore her existence. 

But at this moment, Jiang Luoli Lianbu suddenly had a meal. 

She noticed a trace of aura of heaven and earth. 

The Yuan Ling Dao body can not only vomit huge amounts of heaven and earth aura at all times. 

It can also use the power of understanding the origin of heaven and earth. 

All kinds of subtle changes can't escape the Yuanling Dao body's detection. 

Jiang Luoli shook his heart, and started to flash quickly. 

At this time, three figures emerged directly from behind. 

"It has been found, take it!" 

These three people are greedy wolf thieves, broken army thieves, and seven kill thieves! 

Jiang Luoli's face changed color. 

The Thirteen Thieves of the Ancient Road are definitely a fearsome existence. 

The most important thing is that they will besieged and killed people with various blood physiques. 

And Jiang Luoli, who also possesses a spiritual body, definitely has the value of being regarded as a goal. 



"Damn it, staring at me!" 

Jiang Luoli's figure flashed quickly, and his mana rushed out like money. 

One of the characteristics of the Yuan Ling Dao body is that it possesses almost infinite mana. 

Because of this type of physique, he is voicing the spirit of heaven and earth all the time, and there is no 

need to worry about the exhaustion of the sea of energy. 

"on!" 

The eyes of the three greedy wolf thief were as sharp as eagles. 

Jiang Luoli had a little misunderstanding. 

They regard it as a goal, and the main reason is not because of the spiritual body. 

Instead, he wanted to catch her and use this to force Jiang Shengyi. 

Of course, the Yuan Ling Dao body can also be swallowed and refined by Zhuxian Thief afterwards. 

With a wave of the greedy wolf thief, the dark magic net spread out and enveloped Jiang Luoli. 

"Don't come over here!" 

Jiang Luoli is like a small volcano, constantly erupting mana. 

Various great supernatural powers emerged, destroying the world. 

She is like a walking Gatling, constantly releasing firepower. 

"Damn it, is this young girl infinitely powerful?" The Brokeman also cursed secretly. 

The dark magic net was directly torn apart by the tide of supernatural powers. 

"It deserves to be a top-level soul body, but it is impossible to escape from our palm." 

"Suppress you first, and then force Jiang Shengyi out!" 

The strength of the three robbers is far from comparable to those of the previous robbers. 

Their strength has reached the middle stage of the Saint King. 

Jiang Luoli's current cultivation base is in the early stage of the Saint King. 

Therefore, even if the Yuanling Dao body possesses endless mana, it can even draw on the power of the 

heaven and earth. 

But trying to deal with the three greedy wolf thieves is still a little stretched. 

Hearing the words of the three greedy wolves and thieves, Jiang Luoli suddenly realized. 

It turned out that their main purpose was not their own soul body, but to deal with Jiang Shengyi. 

After dealing with Jiang Shengyi, he will naturally deal with Jun Xiaoyao. 



How clever Jiang Luoli thought, she immediately understood. 

The Xianxian thief, the first of the thirteen thieves, had such ambitions to simultaneously swallow the 

congenital Dao womb and the ancient sacrament. 

Of course, she won't let go of her Yuan Ling Dao body afterwards. 

Thinking of this, Jiang Luoli's big eyes showed a touch of anxiety. 

She didn't want to let herself become a burden anymore. 

At that time, Jiang Shengyi and Jun Xiaoyao were dragged down. 

"The wolf bites the heart claws!" 

"Break the army violently cut!" 

"Seven kills!" 

The three urged extreme moves, and their mana shocked. 

The terrifying moves shattered many surrounding islands, the sea was split into two halves with big 

waves. 

Jiang Luoli also resisted, and was shocked, a smear of blood shed on her pink cherry lips. 

At this moment, an inexplicable fluctuation spread in front of him. 

Jiang Luoli glanced at it. 

It was a door, a door in the middle of the archipelago. It was extremely dark, and the surrounding sky 

was dim. 

The gate of life and death! 

One of the most famous opportunities for Emperor Burial Star, but not many people dared to enter. 

Nine deaths are not enough to describe the danger. 

Upon seeing this, Jiang Luoli showed a touch of firmness and determination in her crystal clear eyes. 

She has short legs, but she will never hold her back! 

She didn't want to be kidnapped like before, and finally asked Jun Xiaoyao to rescue her. 

"Brother Xiaoyao, Luo Li is not afraid of death, but Luo Li is so afraid that he can't even chase your 

back..." 

Jiang Luoli's eyes were firm, without hesitation, she rushed to the gate of life and death, pushed away 

with one hand, and her petite body disappeared in it. 

Chapter 744: The head of Yaochi teaches Yu Qingning, the princess silkworm and the demon Yuekong 
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Looking at Jiang Luoli who disappeared in the gate of life and death, the expressions of the three greedy 

wolf thief were calm. 

Their plan failed. 

"How can this little Niangpi have such a strong personality? It doesn't match the rumors." Po Junpi's 

expression was gloomy. 

These thieves, before they start hunting, will investigate the details of their prey. 

They naturally knew some of Jiang Luoli's various materials. 

As the jewel in the hands of the Jiang family, Jiang Luoli has been loved since childhood. 

Not to mention the flowers in the greenhouse, there is not much difference. 

She is often taken care of by Jiang Shengyi and Jun Xiaoyao, with a naive personality. 

It stands to reason that Jiang Luoli of this kind of character should be able to get hold of it after facing 

their siege, and then wait for Jiang Shengyi or Jun Xiaoyao to rescue her. 

The result is. 

Jiang Luoli would rather enter the extremely dangerous gate of life and death than be threatened by 

them. 

This is somewhat beyond their expectations. 

"What should I do next?" Seven Killer said. 

He had an ominous hunch in his heart. 

Jiang Luoli entered the gate of life and death, basically declaring that it was cold. 

This is a complete offense to Jun Xiaoyao. 

It is hard to imagine what attitude Jun Xiaoyao would have if he knew about this. 

"It's impossible for me to enter the gate of life and death to send death." The army robber shook his 

head. 

Entering the gate of life and death, there are almost ten deaths and no life. In the past epochs, the 

Tianjiao who came out of it can be counted with fingers. 

"It's better to contact the boss, let the boss decide." said the wolf thief. 

They originally planned to use Jiang Luoli to blackmail Jiang Shengyi. 

Now that Jiang Luoli enters the gate of life and death, the whole plan will naturally be invalidated. 

The next action still had to listen to Zhu Xian Pi's arrangement. 

At this time, Jiang Shengyi didn't know that Jiang Luoli was targeted by a robber and forced into life and 

death. 



She is marching through an ancient land. 

"Master, are you in this area?" Jiang Shengyi muttered in his heart. 

"Yes, it's the breath. As the head teacher of the sacred place in Yaochi, I can't be more familiar." said the 

beautiful head teacher. 

Her name is Yu Qingning, and she is the headmaster of the ancient Yaochi Holy Land. 

"The Queen Mother of the West, the founder of my Jade Lake Holy Land, is also pregnant with the 

congenital Dao womb, not only that, she also transformed her congenital Dao womb to the highest 

level, and cultivated the twelve orifice immortal heart. 

"Twelve Orifice Immortal Heart..." Jiang Shengyi muttered. 

The heart of Qiqiao Linglong is the heart of a saint. 

And the congenital Taoist birth, if it is transformed, it can give birth to the nine-aperture exquisite Taoist 

heart, which is the heart of proving Tao to become emperor. 

On top, it is the heart of the twelve orifices. 

If you cultivate the Twelve Orifice Immortal Heart, you have a slight qualification to become an 

Immortal. 

Don't look at just a trace. 

You know, Rao is a terrifying great emperor, and he will break his head for the slightest possibility of 

becoming an immortal, and even lay out forever. 

"Shengyi, if you can get the inheritance of the Queen Mother of the West, not to mention the Twelve 

Orifice Immortal Heart, at least the Nine Orifice Linglong Dao Heart can be cultivated." Yu Qing said. 

"Shengyi must be inherited" Jiang Shengyi's eyes were clear, with determination. 

It is precisely because she understands Jun Xiaoyao that she understands how terrifying Jun Xiaoyao's 

talent is. 

Eternal strangeness, supreme evildoer, inconceivable existence, invincible among the younger 

generation, has not yet failed. 

Jun Xiaoyao's aura is too terrifying, it is the only one in the eternal age. 

Not to mention shoulder to shoulder with Jun Xiaoyao, it is very difficult to trace his back. 

So Jiang Shengyi will not let go of any possibility of becoming stronger. 

In front, is a piece of ancient temple. 

Jiang Shengyi entered. 

In an instant, she seemed to have returned to the ancient Jade Lake Holy Land. 

The flowers are clusters of flowers, Seicao contends for glory, and spirit beasts prance. 



This is like dreaming back to the ancient times, coming to the heyday of Yaochi Holy Land. 

"Shengyi, the test has begun. If you can pass, you will get the best chance." Yu Qingning's voice 

remembered in Jiang Shengyi's mind. 

However, Yu Qingning believes that this test is not too difficult for Jiang Shengyi. 

Jiang Shengyi was one of the last talented juniors she had seen, otherwise she would not choose her as 

an apprentice. 

More importantly, there is also her former master of Yaochi. 

Jiang Shengyi passed the test, when there is no suspense, it is only a matter of time. 

Just as Jiang Shengyi was being tested. 

Not far from this ancient place. 

There are two figures crossing in the void. 

One of the women's hair is like a cloud, her muscles and bones are shining, and her body is covered by 

nine colors. 

There are nine divine rings behind her head, sprinkling rune brilliance, and orderly roads are entwined, 

and the woman is like a goddess. 

If anyone is here, they will be surprised to see this woman. 

She is no one else, she is the famous Nine Changeable Silkworm from Shencangu, the famous Princess 

Shencanu. 

The nine **** rings behind her head are the symbol of her nine transformations. 

And beside her, there was a handsome man with an evil temperament, surrounded by a demon, as if 

there was a demon king hidden in the body. 

It is the taboo Tianjiao, Yaoyuekong of the ancient temple of the Tianyao. 

The Ancient Temple of the Sky Demon is a famous immortal force of the Demon Race. 

This demon Yuekong, his favorite Princess Silkworm, this time the emperor star, he took the initiative to 

speak, and wanted to explore the fate with Princess Silkworm. 

Princess Shencano refused at first, and didn't care about Yao Yuekong at all. 

However, Yao Yuekong was too persistent. 

Princess Shencan also felt that there was nothing wrong with having one more tool man, so she just let 

him go. 

"The remains of the Yaochi Holy Land should be in this ancient land." Princess Shencan whispered. 

As the Nine Transformation God Silkworm of Shen Cangu, the qualifications of Shen Can Princess are 

beyond doubt. 



He is definitely one of the scariest characters on this ultimate ancient road. 

Her goal this time is the inheritance of the Yaochi Holy Land. 

It would be even better if you could get the legendary Jade Lake Immortal Sutra. 

Even if she could find some clues about Queen Mother West, it would definitely be a big gain and would 

be of great help to her. 

"Relax, I will definitely help you get the Yaochi heritage." Yao Yuekong said affectionately, with a trace of 

obsession in his eyes. 

Beautiful woman, very attractive. 

Beautiful and powerful women are more attractive. 

Although he is a taboo descendant of the Sky Demon Ancient Temple, it is not a simple matter to chase 

the Princess Silkworm. 

"Well, thank you very much." Princess Shencan said lightly. 

"By the way, the Yuancan Daozi of your **** Cangu and the Eight Transformation Celestial Silkworms 

fell one after another. Could someone secretly target it?" Yaoyuekong asked. 

The princess Shen silkworm heard the words, UU reading www.uukahnshu.com Yuyan also condensed. 

Recently, Shencangu is not too good. 

"The Eight Change Celestial Silkworms fell while exploring the Black Abyss. As for Yuancan Daozi..." 

Princess Shencan said with a halt. 

Yao Yuekong's face was also solemn. 

the reason is simple. 

The death of Yuancan Daozi is related to Jun Xiaoyao. 

And who is Jun Xiaoyao? 

A supreme figure who is in awe at the ultimate ancient road as long as he mentions this name. 

This class of characters, even if they are as strong as Demon Yuekong, is extremely jealous. 

Chapter 745: The Zhuxian Pirates reveal their true body, integrate the Seal of the Emperor of Proving 

Dao, and the Talisman of the Ancient Emperor... 

"Yuan Can Daozi is still too reckless to judge the situation." Princess Shen Can sighed lightly. 

If she was there, Yuan Can Daozi would not die. 

Princess Shencan asked herself, if she faced Jun Xiaoyao, let's not say she was able to fight, she could 

deal with it calmly. 

"I think it's not Yuan Can Daozi's fault. The main reason is that Jun Xiaoyao is too defiant and 

unscrupulous." Yao Yuekong laughed. 
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He admired the Princess Silkworm, and naturally stood on the side of Princess Shen Silkworm. 

"Don't worry about that Jun Xiaoyao, he is indeed very powerful, but he may not be able to pose a fatal 

threat to me." Princess Shencan stretched out her jade hand and gathered her smooth and supple long 

hair. 

As a rare Nine Transformation God Silkworm from Shen Cangu, she has this confidence to face Jun 

Xiaoyao. 

"Don't worry, I will stand with you then." Yao Yuekong smiled, her teeth white and shiny. 

Princess Shen Silk is noncommittal. 

Although Yao Yuekong is a taboo descendant of the ancient temple of the sky demon, it still has some 

shortcomings against Shangjun Xiaoyao. 

It seemed that she saw a look of contempt in Princess Shencan's eyes, and Yao Yuekong's smile 

narrowed slightly. 

At any rate, he is also a taboo descendant of the Sky Demon Ancient Temple. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, I'm a little looking forward to meeting you..." Yaoyue said to herself. 

He and Princess Shencan rushed to the remains of the Yaochi Holy Land. 

On the other side, in a hidden ancient cave. 

Three figures flashed in, it was the three greedy wolf thief. 

They came to the end of the ancient cave. 

There was a violent wave of mana in the air. 

All kinds of power are mixed. 

At the same time, there is still a threat of terror in the air. 

The three of them, holding their breath and holding their voices, entered. 

In the deepest part of the ancient cave, there was a pool of blood. 

This blood pool is colorful, mixed with various precious blood and rare blood vessels. 

In addition, there are some stumps, broken arms, eyeballs, bones and the like. 

One of the eyeballs was extremely dark, with deep runes hidden in the pupil. 

That is the Tianyou Demon Eye, which can draw people into the Netherworld Realm at a glance. 

There is another bone, showing colorful colors, circulating the power of attributes. 

That is the Five Elements Dao Bone, although it is far inferior to the top physique such as the Supreme 

Bone, it is also one of the top hundreds of physiques among the three thousand physiques. 

If a person carries the Five Elements Dao Bone, he can easily control the power of the Five Elements. 



It can be said that within this blood pool, any strand of blood, a piece of bone, can be called a treasure. 

If ordinary Tianjiao is obtained, refining is definitely a great opportunity. 

And at this moment, so many blood physiques are gathered in a pool. 

In the very center of the pool, there was a figure sitting cross-legged. 

It was a slender girl with a black silk skirt as deep as night. 

The exposed slender lotus root arms and white tender legs are very tender, and the skin is as white as 

transparent, without the slightest blood color. 

Some bandages were wrapped around her arms and thighs. 

One end was like a black silk, dripping from the fragrant shoulders, like a black waterfall, falling into the 

blood pool, stained with blood. 

Moving down from its slender swan-like neck, you can see the delicate wing-like collarbone. 

On the collarbone, there is a scarlet flower on the other side. 

The pale skin of the young girl set off this other shore flower, which is extremely charming and 

charming. 

As for her face, it was hidden by a grimace mask. 

The grimace mask is like crying but not crying, like smiling but not smiling, as if mocking this world, but 

also like self-deprecating. 

"Boss!" 

The greedy wolf thief, the broken army thief, and the seven killer thief all bowed to the girl. 

This young girl is the first of the thirteen thieves, Zhu Xian Pi! 

I am afraid that many people would not have imagined that the most notorious thirteen thieves, Zhu 

Xianpi, turned out to be a girl wearing a grimace mask. 

"What a mess?" 

The girl spoke slowly, her voice as ethereal as rain, cold as frost. 

The hearts of the three greedy wolf thief were tense, and their breathing stopped. 

It is hard to imagine that in the eyes of many Tianjiao, the devil-like greedy wolf thief and others will 

show this expression at this moment. 

This has only one meaning. 

The immortal thief is so terrible that the greedy wolf thief and others are afraid. 

"Back to the boss, we don't know that Jiang Luoli has that kind of courage, dare to break into the gate of 

life and death, otherwise he will be able to be captured alive and back." Po Jun thief said. 



Zhu Xianpi didn't reply. 

There was a moment of silence in the ancient cave. 

The three greedy wolf thieves, with cold sweat behind them, wet their clothes. 

They are all saint kings and powerful, but at the moment they feel anxious. 

After a long time, the immortal thief said, "Go down and observe the movements of the Emperor Burial 

Star, and pay close attention to Jiang Shengyi and Jun Xiaoyao." 

"Yes, the boss, the next plan..." Greedy Wolf said. 

"After I have swallowed these blood physiques, I went to Jiang Shengyi and personally took out the 

congenital fetus in her body." Zhu Xian's voice was indifferent. 

It is unimaginable that such cruel words are spoken from the girl's cherry lips, but they are so indifferent 

and casual. 

"Yes." The three greedy wolves and thief walked away. 

In the ancient cave, only Zhu Xian Pioneer was left. 

She slowly raised her hand, and a Seal of Enlightenment Emperor, floating in her palm. 

Zhu Xian Pirates is also one of the Seven Emperors! 

"Jun Xiaoyao...Jun Xiaoyao, why does this name always give me a sense of strangeness?" Zhu Xianpi 

muttered to himself. 

She thought that her heart was already dead. 

After killing that person personally, he was already dead. 

But now, for some reason, after hearing the name Jun Xiaoyao again, she felt a strange feeling in her 

heart. 

"It doesn't matter, it doesn't matter, as long as I swallow the congenital fetus, and then refine the 

ancient sacrament, my life level can be transformed again." 

"As long as I become strong enough, I can embark on reincarnation and go to the other shore..." 

Zhu Xian Pirate murmured, a jade hand touched the imprint of the other bank flower on the collarbone. 

With her other hand, she held the Seal of Enlightenment Dao Emperor, no longer hesitating, and directly 

integrated into her body. 

boom! 

Mana gushes in the body of Zhuxian Pirate. 

Many black chains of order burst out of its body, entwined with bones, arms, eyeballs, real blood, etc. 

It is absorbing the divine power, essence, origin and so on. 



The physique of Zhuxian Pirate is like a chaotic black hole, ordinary to the extreme, but it can refine and 

contain everything. 

Coupled with the integration of the Emperor's Seal of Enlightenment, the realm of Zhuxian Pirates is 

climbing at an extremely terrifying speed. 

And as she merged and refined the Seal of Enlightenment Dao Emperor, it also represented that she 

inherited the destiny of the Seven Emperors. 

She must kill Jun Xiaoyao! 

... 

The entire Emperor Burial Star was treacherous and turbulent. 

There is a Tianjiao who has obtained the remains of the Emperor Zhun and soars into the sky. 

There are also Tianjiao who were framed by others, or calculated secretly, and fell on this star forever. 

At this moment, outside the Emperor Burial Star. 

A detached figure in a white robe emerged from the torn void. 

The fairy radiance is majestic, and the gods are filled. 

Like a vague white deity. 

"This is the Emperor Funeral~www.mtlnovel.com~ This figure is naturally Jun Xiaoyao. 

He could feel that there were many ancient opportunities buried on Emperor Burying Star. 

He has a treasure book for cultivation, and he is very good at all kinds of treasure hunting. 

"I wonder if I can meet acquaintances on Emperor Burial Star?" Jun Xiaoyao said. 

He did not deliberately look for those acquaintances, because he wanted them to get his own 

experience. 

Just when Jun Xiaoyao approached Emperor Funeral Star. 

The half of the ancient Emperor Talisman he was carrying suddenly trembled slightly. 

It seemed to resonate. 

"Oh? Did the fish take the bait so soon?" A ray of luster flashed in Jun Xiaoyao's eyes. 

It's harvest time again. 

Chapter 746: The chaotic ancient pagoda is opened, the princess of the gods emerges, and Qin Wudao 

breaks into the pagoda 

 

Burial Emperor Star, a desolate continent. 
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A tower stands silently on the ground. 

This tower, rusty and extremely old, seems to be seen again after being buried under the ground for 

thousands of years. 

The whole tower is more than ten thousand feet high, with a thousand stories, so high. 

The other hidden opportunities of Emperor Burial Star are either immortal or mysterious, or it is also the 

surging of the avenue runes and the intertwined chains of order. 

Only this tower, apart from a little higher, does not seem to be attractive, it looks simple and ordinary. 

But at this moment, around the tower, there are many Tianjiao appearing here, with hot eyes, as if 

waiting for the tower to open. 

"This time the chaotic ancient pagoda is opened, I don't know how many floors can I reach?" 

"This tower is not easy to break through. In a thousand floors, there are a thousand strong marks. They 

are all enemies of Emperor Luangu when he was young. Do you think you are comparable to Emperor 

Luangu?" 

Many Tianjiao are whispering. 

This tower, like the Gate of Life and Death, is also a well-known opportunity for Burying Emperor Star. 

Don't look at it being surrounded by visions, it doesn't look particularly eye-catching. 

But he is related to the legendary powerhouse, the Great Emperor Luangu. 

In past epochs, if the Burial Emperor Star opened. 

The chaotic ancient tower is definitely the most lively place of opportunity. 

Because of the chaotic ancient pagoda, contemporary Tianjiao can be given a chance to measure its own 

strength. 

The higher the number of layers traversed, the closer to the qualifications of Emperor Luangu. 

Many Tianjiao are gearing up and fighting spirit. 

Many of them are well-known immortal heirs of the ancient roads, taboo Tianjiao. 

But even they dare not say they can reach the top. 

It is very difficult even to reach the 900th floor or above, and not many Tianjiao can reach it since 

ancient times. 

"Amitabha Buddha, chaotic ancient pagoda, the little monk has been yearning for a long time, come 

here today." 

In the distance, there was a golden halo light surging, and a young monk came riding on a white jade 

lion. 

"It's Brahma, the godson of Xitian Sect!" 



Some people watched. 

This is a young Buddhist man who is famous for the ancient road. 

He also appeared in the Tai'e Temple of Tianming Ancient Star of the Snake Race. 

But there was no conflict with Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Is this princess also interested in this chaotic ancient tower?" 

A crisp sound like a silver bell rang. 

A gorgeous car crossed the void, and a woman stepped out of it. 

Wearing a gold-weave robes on his head, he is graceful and luxurious, beautiful and extraordinary. 

The eyebrows are picturesque, the lips and teeth are crystal clear, the muscles and bones are soft and 

soft, and the inside is beautiful. 

A face of national beauty and heavenly fragrance is enough to overshadow Baihua. 

"It is Princess Yunshang of the Yuhua God Dynasty. I wonder if his brother has come?" 

Seeing this luxurious woman appeared, some Tianjiao's eyes flashed a touch of stunning. 

Princess Yunshang, Yu Yunshang, comes from the Eclosing God Dynasty. 

As the top immortal dynasty, the feathered dynasty is also known as the Nine Heavens Immortal 

Domain. 

His founding ancestor was the emperor of Xianyu, who was famous as the emperor, and a legendary 

powerhouse with the same fame as Emperor Qin's first emperor. 

And the younger generation of Yuhua Shen Dynasty, in this world of great controversy, naturally will not 

be silent. 

The supreme taboo Tianjiao of the Yuhua God Dynasty, the name Yuhua Wang! 

And this Princess Yunshang was the younger sister of the Feather King. 

Yu Yunshang grew up under the care of his brother Yuhua for a long time, and naturally developed a 

playful and innocent character. 

And because of the relationship between King Yuhua, in the ultimate ancient road, not many Tianjiao 

will provoke this princess, and will give King Yuhua three points. 

"It seems that only Princess Yunshang is here this time, and her brother Yuhua has not yet arrived." 

"That's normal. The chance of Burying Emperor Star is not limited to the chaotic ancient tower. Maybe 

Yuhua King has other rare inheritance." 

"If King Feather comes, he might be able to reach the 900th floor or above." 

Many people are talking. 



Hearing these comments, Yu Yunchang showed a proud smile on his face. 

The person she admires most is her brother Yuhua Wang. 

"If my brother comes, he might be able to reach the top level," Yu Yunshang said in his heart. 

However, at this moment, the King of Feather was looking for some traces left by Emperor Feather on 

Emperor Burial Star, so he did not come. 

There are not many opportunities for Emperor Burying Star Great Emperor, but it is not only the Great 

Emperor Luangu. 

Emperor Yuhua, Queen Mother of the West, etc., have left a trace on this ancient star. 

At this moment, the entire chaotic ancient tower suddenly began to tremble. 

An ancient atmosphere permeated. 

Accompanied by a strong will to war. 

This strong fighting spirit seemed to overturn the sky, with an infinite fighting spirit! 

In many people's minds, it seemed that an unyielding figure of fighting the sky and the battlefield 

appeared. 

Puff! 

The blockbuster Tianjiao directly knelt under the pressure of this war. 

Rao is the immortal heir of Brahma and Yu Yunshang, and he also feels oppressed and suffocated. 

"The ancient tower of chaos is about to open!" some Tianjiao shouted. 

Rumble! 

Just when the ancient tower was opened, a roar suddenly came from Yuankong. 

A figure is coming with walking and tiger steps. 

With every step taken, the world resonates and shakes. 

At the same time, there is also a horrible fighting spirit that seems to be of the same origin as the 

chaotic ancient tower. 

"That person is..." 

Yu Yunshang, Brahma and the others, their eyes all gathered together. 

It was a young man, dressed in a black and gold robe, with a handsome face with evil charm and awe-

inspiring domineering. 

He also exudes a strong fighting spirit and fighting spirit, as if to resonate with the chaotic ancient tower. 

"God of the Qin family, Qin Wudao!" 



Many Tianjiao looked surprised, but when I thought about it, they felt that they were expected. 

It is rumored that Qin Wudao has been inherited from the Great Emperor Luangu and is an orthodox 

heir of Luangu. 

But no one can confirm this news. 

But what is certain is that Qin Wudao possesses the incomplete imperial weapon of the Great Emperor 

Luangu, the Emperor Luangu Talisman. 

Just because of this heavy relationship, Qin Wudao would not miss the opportunity to unlock the 

ancient tower. 

"Qin Wudao..." Brahma showed a solemn look in his eyes. 

Fortunately, Luangu Tower's main test is to fight against the opponents of Luangu the Great in his youth, 

not the battle between Tianjiao. 

"He's so handsome, and the aura is so strong, but in comparison, my brother is stronger." Yu Yunshang 

muttered in his heart. 

Qin Wudao, as the son of a wild ancient family, is undoubtedly strong. 

It's just that in Yu Yunshang's heart, he still prefers her brother, thinking that her brother is stronger. 

"Xitianjiao and Yuhua Shenchao." Qin Wudao faintly glanced at Brahma and Yu Yunshang, then retracted 

his gaze. 

"If it were the reincarnated truthfulness of Buddha and King Yuhua, it would make me pay attention." 

Qin Wudao didn't care about these two people. 

"What do you mean, look down on people?" Yu Yunchang wrinkled her nose and felt a little unhappy. 

But after feeling Qin Wudao's domineering fighting spirit, she still didn't care about it wittily. 

Qin Wudao stepped into the chaotic ancient tower. 

"Amitabha!" 

Brahma chanted the Buddha's name and entered. 

"This princess doesn't believe me anymore, my strength will surprise you!" Yu Yunchang snorted, and 

also stepped into the chaotic ancient tower. UU reading www. uukanshu.com 

The Feather King is the supreme taboo of the Feathered God Dynasty. As the younger sister of Feather 

King, Yu Yunshang will naturally not be weak. 

Seeing these people stepping into the chaotic ancient pagoda, the other immortal heirs and Tianjiao also 

swarmed into the chaotic ancient pagoda. 

At this time, Tianjiao, who had not yet stepped into the chaotic ancient tower, suddenly felt a breath of 

extreme pressure. 



This coercive aura is not even much weaker than the coercion of the war spirit of chaotic ancient 

towers. 

Many Tianjiao who had not been crushed by the chaotic ancient tower before, but under this coercion, 

directly fell to the ground! 

This shocked many people, their hearts were extremely shocked, and they looked up. 

I saw the transcendent figure like a fairy and a god! 

Chapter 747: Half a life of bleak Luangu, the opposite life experience... 

The sky trembled as soon as the white clothes moved! 

The horrible fighting spirit released by the chaotic ancient tower seems to be stepped under the feet of 

that white figure! 

The hair flutters in the wind, and the clothes are not stained with dust. 

Like a young banished immortal, walking among the earth. 

"Jun's son!" 

Those Tianjiao who have not yet entered the chaotic ancient tower, saw the white figure emerging from 

the sky, their eyes widened, and their breathing seemed to be stagnant. 

Today's Jun Xiaoyao is definitely the most eye-catching existence on the ultimate ancient road. 

As long as it is where he is, it is the focus. 

"Some time ago, the king's **** son used the Law Bodies to make trouble at the wedding banquet of 

the ancient emperor. No one knows the whereabouts of his real deity. Unexpectedly, he has come to 

the Emperor Burial Star." 

Jun Xiaoyao's previous act of grabbing the marriage had a great impact. 

The face of the ancient emperor was lost. 

In particular, Jun Xiaoyao used the Dharmakaya to fight against the descendants of the four great 

immortals. Although it was just a simple battle, it also shocked all directions. 

A Dharmakaya is so powerful. 

How strong is that Jun Xiaoyao's real body? 

Many people are curious. 

And now, they can witness it with their own eyes. 

Jun Xiaoyao ignored all the shocking eyes. 

He looked at the chaotic ancient tower. 

"It seems that Qin Wudao has already entered the chaotic ancient tower. It doesn't matter. After he 

breaks the tower, he will be resolved." 
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"The descendant of the chaos, the one who survives can be called the descendant." 

Jun Xiaoyao's lips curled up with a cold smile. 

For example, Wang Teng from the Royal Family of the North also received part of the ancient 

inheritance. 

and then? 

Jun Xiaoyao was still cheaper, and half of the ancient emperor talisman fell into the hands of Jun 

Xiaoyao, and he solved a lot of trouble for him. 

So, no matter what the descendants of Tianjiao, everything will be empty if you die. 

Jun Xiaoyao really can't be regarded as an orthodox heir to chaos. 

But as long as he destroys the descendant of Luangu, he is the descendant of Luangu. 

This logic is no problem. 

Jun Xiaoyao no longer hesitated, and stepped into the chaotic ancient tower. 

As soon as he entered the chaotic ancient pagoda, Jun Xiaoyao felt that the surrounding space instantly 

changed. 

He looked around. 

He was in an alley. 

All kinds of human fireworks rushed into the face. 

The hawkers sell, the restaurants and the inn, the crowds come and go, shoulder to shoulder. 

It's like an ordinary small town in the world. 

"Hey, you kid, if it wasn't for Lao Tzu to support you, your sick ghost father would have died a long time 

ago. Lao Tzu is willing to take your mother, that's your luck!" 

A greasy middle-aged man with a pocky face, with a disdainful sneer. 

A look of surprise flashed in Jun Xiaoyao's eyes, and then suddenly. 

After killing Wang Teng and getting half of the ancient Emperor Talisman of Chaos. 

Jun Xiaoyao was also interested in the deeds of the Great Emperor Luangu and consulted some 

information. 

Rumor has it that the Great Emperor of Chaos was born in the grassy dynasty. 

His first fight in his life was with a wealthy businessman named Wang Er Mazi. 

Because that Wang Er Mazi wanted to take his mother forcibly. 

Of course, it goes without saying that the young Emperor Luangu was given a severe lesson and was 

almost killed. 



This is the first defeat of Emperor Luangu. 

At the same time, he started his miserable first half of his life, fighting a thousand times without 

winning. 

"So, I understand." Jun Xiaoyao understood in his heart. 

Every Tianjiao, after stepping into the ancient tower, will experience the first half of his life. 

They will also face the enemies that the Great Emperor Luangu faced. 

This chaotic ancient pagoda has a thousand floors, and it also represents the 1,000 enemy opponents of 

the first half of the ancient chaotic life. 

After Luangu the Great proved Dao to become emperor, in order to choose his descendants, he 

personally shaped Luangu Tower. 

He also imprinted the thousands of enemies he had experienced in the first half of his life in the chaotic 

ancient tower for future generations to temper. 

This Wang Er Mazi is the first enemy of the ancient chaos. 

Although he was too weak to bear the breath of Jun Xiaoyao. 

But he was the first defeat of Emperor Luangu in the first half of his life, and he had a special meaning. 

"How do I feel that I and the Great Emperor Luangu are two extremes?" Jun Xiaoyao couldn't help 

thinking. 

Emperor Luangu was born in a modest and ordinary life. 

Jun Xiaoyao was born but he was extremely brilliant, his starting point was the end that many people 

could not reach in a lifetime. 

The first half of Luangu's life was miserable. His parents, relatives, and lovers were all dead, and he was 

defeated again and again, and almost collapsed with Dao Xin. 

And Jun Xiaoyao, from birth to the present, the family is perfect, the beauty is accompanied, he has 

been pushing all the way in the practice, and he has not failed, and he has cultivated the invincible Dao 

Xin. 

It can be said that Jun Xiaoyao and Emperor Luangu are completely two extremes, belonging to the two 

ends of the balance, the contrast is too great. 

Vaguely, he felt that the Great Emperor Luangu should be reluctant to pass the inheritance to people 

like him. 

"Go to the tower before talking." 

Jun Xiaoyao didn't even move a finger. 

Only a ray of breath was leaked, and the figure of Wang Er Mazi shattered, and the surrounding scene 

faded away as if it had melted. 



Jun Xiaoyao boarded the second floor. 

Of course, the farther behind, the opponent of the Great Emperor Luangu will definitely be stronger, 

and it can't be as simple as Wang Ermazi. 

The scene of the second level is in a city full of flames. 

The opponent is a group of bandits and thieves. 

A childhood sweetheart who accompanied the Great Emperor Luangu when he was young was insulted 

to death by the bandits. 

The young Emperor Luangu could only watch. He wanted to resist, but in the end he was wounded and 

almost fell. 

Still a passing practitioner, he repelled the mountain bandits and saved the Emperor Luangu away. 

"It's really miserable." Even Jun Xiaoyao sighed. 

With a thought in his mind, everything in the second pass was wiped out. 

Jun Xiaoyao stepped onto the upper level of the chaotic ancient pagoda at an extremely fast speed. 

In it, Jun Xiaoyao seems to have experienced half of the life of Emperor Luangu. 

Father, mother, fell one after another, the red face died, and the friend died for himself. 

The Great Emperor Luangu almost wrote a tragic word on his forehead. 

Rao is surprised at Jun Xiaoyao. 

The other great emperors were either majestic or invincible forever, or they were also famous as 

teenagers, accompanied by rosy faces, full of spirits, and angry horses in fresh clothes. 

Only in the chaos of the ancient times, half of a life is bleak, miserable, and relatives and friends will die. 

Never married a wife and had children all his life. 

Even if he rises up in the second half of his life and proves that Dao becomes emperor strongly, he has 

been through endless battles without stopping. 

"It's really a great emperor with a slant sword." Jun Xiaoyao thought. 

However, he did not underestimate Luangu the Great. 

Although Emperor Luangu was not like the Emperor Qitian in his family, he was unparalleled since his 

birth, pushing everything horizontally. 

But it can be regarded as a road to fight against fate. 

This road is worthy of Jun Xiaoyao's reference. 

While he rushed to the tower, he was comprehending the way of the ancient Emperor Luangu. 



At this moment, outside the chaotic ancient pagoda, those Tianjiao who have not yet entered are staring 

at the chaotic ancient pagoda, dumbfounded. 

They saw ~www.mtlnovel.com~ a light spot, flashing upwards at an extremely fast speed. 

"That should be the prince's son, right?" 

"It's horrible, this is not a tower break at all, but a horizontal push all the way." Many Tianjiao exclaimed. 

But some Tianjiao have reservations. 

"Let's look at it. The first few hundred floors of the chaotic ancient tower are not too difficult. The Qin 

family **** son, Brahma and others are not slow." 

"Mainly behind, there will be some extremely powerful and terrifying opponents." Some Tianjiao said 

with jealous eyes. 

Luangu Tower has a thousand stories, and the farther to the back, the opponent enemy of Luangu Great 

Emperor will obviously be stronger. 

Among them, there may even be horror figures who suppressed the fight against the Great Emperor 

Luangu. 

Of course, that was before the Luangu Zhengdao. 

After preaching the Dao, Emperor Luangu was not defeated. 

Chapter 748: Qin Wudao's self-confidence is out one after another, who is the other one? 

Over time, almost all Tianjiao have entered the chaotic ancient pagoda. 

However, as Tianjiao entered, some Tianjiao was transferred out of the ancient tower. 

They failed. 

In fact, after several hundred stories of Luangu Tower, some of the enemies of Luangu Great Emperor 

were already terrifying. 

And those Tianjiao who have been eliminated have been staring at the chaotic ancient tower. 

There are more than ten light spots on it, all of which are very fast. 

Among them, there are four light spots, which is the fastest. 

Everyone knows that they are Jun Xiaoyao, Qin Wudao, Brahma, and Yu Yunshang. 

Of course, the three of Qin Wudao naturally did not know that Jun Xiaoyao had entered the chaotic 

ancient tower. 

After all Tianjiao enters the chaotic ancient tower, they will pass through the level alone and will be 

assigned to an independent space. 

Five hundred and thirty layers of chaotic ancient towers. 
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Qin Wudao held one hand behind his back, and the other hand blasted out randomly, which was to 

annihilate the phantom imprinted in front of him. 

"At this level, I am also worthy of blocking my way, and I will defeat the opponents of the old 

generations, Qin Wudao will defeat one by one." Qin Wudao's mouth conjured up a successful smile. 

He already regarded himself as a descendant of the ancient chaos. 

Although Qin Wudao's destiny is not as bleak and sad as the chaos of ancient times, it also emerged 

from the Qin family. 

It was all luck and chance that made him become the **** son of the Qin family step by step. 

Rather than being like Jun Xiaoyao, having a noble status from birth, becoming the imperial son of God 

and the zero number sequence. 

To some extent, it was somewhat similar to Jun Wanjie of the Jun family. 

"This time, I'm going to step on top of the chaotic ancient tower." A flame ignited in Qin Wudao's eyes. 

He believes that he has this strength and qualification! 

Five hundred and eleven floors of chaotic ancient towers. 

Brahma is also taking action, annihilating the enemy quickly. 

He had appeared in Tianming Ancient Star Tai'e Temple before and ran into Jun Xiaoyao. 

It stands to reason that Xiaoxitian in the Wild Heaven Immortal Territory is related to Xitian Sect. 

Jun Xiaoyao had friction with Xiao Xitian, and even killed Xiao Xitian's ancient freak, Jade Buddha. 

Brahma is in love and reason, and cannot be ignored. 

But he was very wise. After seeing Jun Xiaoyao's strength, he did not conflict with him. 

So now, he is alive and well. 

"If it is the reincarnation of the truth, I don't know how many levels can be rushed to here?" Brahma 

thought. 

Although he is a godson of Xitian Church. 

But the most mysterious and powerful Tianjiao of contemporary Western Tianjiao is the reincarnated 

true Buddha. 

Rumor has it that the true Buddha is the reincarnation of a certain Buddhist monk. 

On the fifth-hundredth floor of Luangu Tower 

"Weak, weak, too weak, these opponents can't stop this princess!" 

Although Yu Yunchang is not as unsurpassed as her elder brother Yuhua King, but it is also inherited 

from the same line, and the cultivation base will naturally not be weak. 



"If my brother comes, maybe it might be possible to reach the top." Yu Yunshang pursed his lips and 

smiled. 

She seems to have some brother control in it. 

"I don't know how many floors Qin Wudao and Brahma can reach, especially Qin Wudao. I heard that he 

is a descendant of the ancient chaos. If he really gets the inheritance of the ancient chaos, I am afraid 

that he will really become a rival to his brother." Yu Yun Chang thought. 

Before, she said that Qin Wudao was inferior to her brother Yuhua Wang, but she was only partial. 

Qin Wudao's strength has been proven through many battles. 

This time, if he were to get the inheritance of the ancient chaos, his strength would definitely rise to a 

higher level. 

Will pose a threat to the king of feathers. 

"Follow him, my brother is also looking for the opportunity of Emperor Yuhua, and he will definitely not 

be worse than the opportunity of Emperor Luangu." Yu Yunshang said confidently. 

Her brother will definitely be the first person in this world of controversy! 

All Tianjiao are rushing and tempering in the chaotic ancient tower. 

Although not everyone, there is a possibility of hitting more than 900 floors. 

But at least, their cultivation was tempered. 

At the same time, he personally experienced the first half of Luangu's life. 

This kind of experience is the most valuable. 

After all, the growth trajectory of a great emperor cannot be understood by everyone. 

If you study it carefully, you will gain a lot. 

It is Jun Xiaoyao, who is pushing through the tower horizontally, but also experiencing it. 

Although his life experience is completely opposite to that of Luangu. 

But this did not prevent him from experiencing half of the life of Emperor Luangu. 

This will bring him new inspiration. 

Over time, a Tianjiao was sent out of the chaotic ancient tower. 

In fact, after the 500th floor, the opponent of Emperor Luangu is already very powerful. 

Six hundred floors! 

Seven hundred floors! 

Eight hundred floors! 



The higher you go, the more Tianjiao will be transmitted. 

In the end, there were only a dozen light spots scattered on the chaotic ancient pagoda. 

"Hey, who is that spot of light? Is it the son of the Qin family!" 

Some Tianjiao who had entered the ancient tower a long time ago did not see Jun Xiaoyao coming. After 

noticing the light spots on the ancient tower all the way up, they asked in surprise. 

"Hehe, it's not Qin Wudao, it's a peerless figure you can never guess here." Youtian Jiao smiled and said 

Guanzi. 

"Don't sell the barriers, who the **** is, is faster than Qin Wudao, the descendant of the ancient chaos, 

breaking through the tower." 

"The descendants of the ancient chaos, haha, how do you compare with the son of the Jun Family?" 

Someone showed a smile at the play. 

"What, that light spot is the son of the Jun family?!" 

Many unknowing Tianjiao are surprised. 

If this fierce man arrives, then Qin Wudao might be really dangerous. 

"The king's **** son is best at creating miracles. Maybe we can witness a miracle today." A Tianjiao 

raised his head and looked up at the chaotic ancient pagoda, sighing. 

Outside the chaotic ancient tower, everyone's eyes are tightly focused on the tower. 

Now there are only a dozen light spots on the chaotic ancient pagoda. 

But only four rushed to the 800th floor. 

Jun Xiaoyao, Qin Wudao, Brahma, Yu Yunshang. 

However, it hasn't lasted long, around the 850th floor. 

A graceful shadow was sent out, it was Yu Yunshang. 

She was panting, sweaty sideburns, her breath was disordered, and she obviously suffered a lot. 

Yu Yunshang's shell teeth bit her red lips and stamped her feet: "I still underestimated the emperor's 

opponent when he was young. I really am not weak." 

Rao was Yu Yunshang, but he didn't expect it. 

After more than 800, the enemies of the Great Emperor Luangu became more perverted. 

A certain **** prince, a certain ancient power taboo descendants. 

Or the young Holy Spirit who has buried the earth for thousands of years. 

Any statue in the world can be called the top class. 



At the beginning, Yu Yunshang had some disapproval of the ancient Luangu Emperor who had been 

defeated for half a lifetime. 

Think it is far inferior to the emperor emperor of their feathering gods. 

But now, after experiencing the experience of the Great Emperor Luangu, Yu Yunshang is somewhat 

admired. 

This kind of extraordinary emperor is worthy of respect. 

call out! 

The light flashed, and the figure of Brahma appeared. 

He persisted longer than Yu Yunshang, reaching the 890th floor ~www.mtlnovel.com~Monk, it seems 

that you haven't reached the 900th floor. "Yu Yunshang raised her eyebrows and said. 

In her opinion, the one who can break through the nine hundred floors is definitely the top among the 

top, the taboo among the taboos. 

For example, her elder brother Yuhua Wang, the emperor Lingyu of Xianting, the ancient emperor, or 

the reincarnation of the Buddha, the Nine Changes of Shencan, and others are qualified to pass. 

"Amitabha Buddha, although he has not crossed the 900th floor, but the little monk has gained 

something." Brahma folded his hands together. 

He is not greedy. 

"Hey, it seems that we have all lost to that Qin Wudao..." Yu Yunshang sighed, his beautiful eyes 

scanning the chaotic ancient tower at will. 

Her eyes suddenly froze. 

Because there are not one light spot above the 900th floor of the ancient tower, but two. 

"Who is the other person?" Yu Yunshang asked in surprise. 

Chapter 749: Chaos 7 Heroes, the 999th floor, the ghost face reappeared 

In her opinion, if one of the Tianjiao on the scene, who is likely to break above the 900th floor. 

That is undoubtedly Qin Wudao alone. 

Because he was carrying half of the ancient imperial talisman, he was considered a descendant of the 

ancient chaos. 

His own strength is also extremely not weak. 

But now, there are actually two light spots above the 900th floor. 

"Who is the other spot of light, isn't that much slower than Qin Wudao?" Yu Yunshang was really 

surprised. 
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At this moment, the lower Tianjiao spoke a little hesitantly: "Princess Yunshang, you may have 

misunderstood." 

"Misunderstanding, what do you mean?" Yu Yunshang asked puzzled. 

"If it's not wrong, relying on the light spot below, is the **** son of the Qin family." The Tianjiao said. 

"What?" Yu Yunshang raised her eyebrows, even more unexpectedly. 

Qin Wudao, who was the next one? 

"Princess Yunshang doesn't know anything about it. After you entered the ancient tower, one person 

came." 

"Who?" Yu Yunshang asked. 

"The son of the Jun family, Jun Xiaoyao." said that day, he swallowed arrogantly. 

"Jun Xiaoyao?" Yu Yunshang's body was shocked after hearing this, extremely surprised. 

"The Son of the Jun Family..." Brahma's expression was also turbulent, unable to calm down. 

He has personally witnessed Jun Xiaoyao's strength. 

When he was in Tai'e Temple, Jun Xiaoyao was already powerful enough to suffocate. 

Now that after so long, how strong will Jun Xiaoyao be? 

Brahma couldn't imagine it at all! 

"Jun Xiaoyao, it turned out to be him..." Yu Yunchang was a little lost. 

Even if she didn't deliberately inquire about Jun Xiaoyao's deeds, news about Jun Xiaoyao would ring in 

her ears from time to time. 

The most important thing is that her most admired brother, King Yuhua, once said a word. 

Looking at the ultimate ancient road, you are qualified to fight with me, but only ten fingers. 

And there is only one person who may defeat me, the son of the king's family! 

At that time, Yu Yunshang was rather disapproving when he heard this. 

In her opinion, this is her brother Guoqian. 

Since the birth of King Yuhua, he has also not failed. 

No matter how strong Jun Xiaoyao was, it would be too much to say that he could beat her brother. 

Of course, Yu Yunshang did not think that Jun Xiaoyao was weak. 

"It just so happens that today this princess wants to see if the son of the Jun family, who is good at 

creating miracles, can make the impossible possible again today." Yu Yun Changyu waited with her hand 

in her waist. 



Throughout the ages, chaotic ancient towers have been opened more than once. 

But none of them can reach the thousandth floor. 

There are a few of them on the 990th floor. 

She was very curious, how true is this character who has created countless miracles and is so famous 

that no one knows the ultimate ancient road, even her brother is extremely jealous? 

"Also, I heard that this prince's son, with a face like a human being, can capture the heart of any woman 

almost instantly, this princess is really curious," Yu Yunshang muttered. 

Her elder brother, King Yuhua, with silver hair and unparalleled beauty, is the dream male **** of 

countless princesses and noble daughters of Yuhua God. 

In Yu Yunshang's eyes, her brother is the most perfect male god. 

A man more perfect than her brother can hardly be found. 

At least Yu Yunshang hasn't discovered yet, among the younger generation, which man is more 

attractive than her brother. 

"By the way, monk, haven't you met that Jun Xiaoyao?" Yu Yunshang glanced at Brahma. 

Brahma was silent for a moment, and said: "If the little monk is a nun, after seeing the son of the Jun 

family, I will choose to return to the vulgar." 

"Uh... As for?" A black line appeared on Yu Yunchang's forehead, and the corners of her lips twitched 

slightly. 

She became more and more curious. 

In the chaotic ancient tower, Qin Wudao naturally didn't know that Jun Xiaoyao had already arrived, and 

he was still in front of him. 

"The 900th floor, I should have reached it alone, but this is not the limit." Qin Wudao's eyes were 

brilliant. 

If he can get the inheritance of the ancient chaos, he Qin Wudao will completely stand out and become 

the few people standing on the top. 

Qin Wudao continued to rush to the tower. 

He didn't know that someone had stepped on top of his head and left him behind. 

After the 900-story chaos ancient tower. 

Even if it is as strong as Jun Xiaoyao, it can't shatter the enemy with a single breath like before. 

In the late stage, the enemies of Emperor Luangu became more and more terrifying. Looking at this 

world of great controversy, they are absolutely top figures. 

Of course, this is just a little troublesome for Jun Xiaoyao. 



The ninth and ninetieth floor. 

Jun Xiaoyao's opponent is a young dragon taboo. 

"True young boy?" Jun Xiaoyao was surprised. 

When he was young, the Great Emperor Luangu even fought against the young real dragon. 

Of course, the Great Emperor Luangu was still defeated, very miserable, and almost fell. 

"The Great Emperor Luangu, regardless of his strength, what level he is in among the Great Emperor, 

but his life-saving ability is really strong." Jun Xiaoyao sighed. 

He also understood why Luangu Emperor Talisman had such a strong effect of protecting the soul. 

This is the life-saving treasure made by the Great Emperor Luangu. 

Jun Xiaoyao fought with the real dragon cub with his bare hands, and finally tore it in half. 

As for Qin Wudao, it was even slower, and it took a certain amount of time. 

In the end, on the 998th floor, both Jun Xiaoyao and Qin Wudao encountered great resistance. 

Because this time, their opponents were not one person, but a total of seven. 

The seven people, like gods and demons, swallowed the blooms of the sun and the moon, the essence 

of the universe, and the auras were powerful enough to crush an ancient star. 

"Chaotic Seven Heroes..." There was a trace of solemnity in Jun Xiaoyao's eyes. 

This is definitely one of the most powerful enemies of Emperor Luangu when he was young. 

Once forced the ancient Emperor Luan to go to other star regions. 

These seven people all have the posture of proving Tao! 

Even Jun Xiaoyao took some time to deal with these seven people. 

As for Qin Wudao, he was even more embarrassed. He was besieged by seven people and he was 

beaten back and forth. 

"No, I'm going to follow the path of the ancient Emperor Chaos when he was young, I Qin Wudao is not 

weaker than others!" Qin Wudao shouted, using the powerful magical powers of the Qin family. 

Although Jun Xiaoyao received resistance, he was relatively calm. 

"The wheels of life and death!" 

Jun Xiaoyao gave birth with one hand, and died with the other. Life and death cycle alternately, as if he 

could control the life and death of the heavens. 

The immortal spirit of life and death entangled him. 

Strong as the seven heroes in the chaotic sky, under the strong suppression of Jun Xiaoyao, each body 

was broken. 



Jun Xiaoyao is an eternal taboo that even fears the sky. 

Although Luantian Qixiong is an old enemy of Luangu Great Emperor, it is still not enough to suppress 

Jun Xiaoyao. 

In the end, Jun Xiaoyao defeated the seven figures strongly. 

The 998th floor, pass! 

Jun Xiaoyao's eyes were blurred, and he was teleported to the upper level. 

In fact, Jun Xiaoyao was also very curious. 

According to some ancient historical records, in the first half of his life, the greatest enemy of the 

Emperor Luangu was the Qixiong of Luantian. 

And the chaotic ancient tower, there are two floors left. 

What kind of opponents will these two levels exist? 

Jun Xiaoyao's interest was aroused. 

Just as Jun Xiaoyao guessed in his heart, he also came to the 99.9th floor of the Luan Ancient Pagoda. 

On this level, misty, as if coming to an ancient place. 

"Hey, this is..." Jun Xiaoyao looked surprised. 

This environment is like an ancient place of opportunity. 

However, according to some ancient historical records, the chance of the Great Emperor Luangu is 

indeed not weak, otherwise, it is impossible to counterattack. 

At this moment, Jun Xiaoyao saw a hazy figure in front of him. 

That graceful and peerless fairy posture stands proudly in the center of the universe. 

Three thousand green silks flowed down, and each green silk seemed to extend into endless time and 

space. 

She seemed to fly away at any time. 

It's so beautiful that it feels unreal. 

And the thing that made Jun Xiaoyao's pupils tremble slightly, UU reading www.uukanshu.com is not the 

woman herself. 

But on her face, she wore a grimace mask, like crying but not crying, but not smiling. 

Only a pair of pupils, filled with ancient and vicissitudes. 

It looks like a female fairy who has come alive from an ancient history scroll. 

When Jun Xiaoyao reached this floor. 



The woman's eyes also fell over. 

It seems to have crossed the long river of eternal time, looking at him from the past. 

Jun Xiaoyao's figure was shocked. 

At a certain moment, he even had an illusion. 

It seems that this ghost-faced woman is not a brand left by the Great Emperor Luangu in the tower. 

It was really true, standing in the past, staring at him through the long river of time. 

Chapter 750: After a long time, send a flower, sad Qin Wudao 

"It's her again..." 

Jun Xiaoyao was already familiar with this ghost face that looked like crying but not crying, and smiled 

but not smiling. 

From the ghost-faced girl in Tiandao Tower, to the ghost-faced **** the altar of the lower realm, to the 

bronze fairy hall, and then in front of you. 

Although Jun Xiaoyao had never really seen her, he felt that she seemed to be everywhere. 

Many places have left her footprints. 

She seemed to be walking in the ancient history of Xianyu, as if looking for something. 

At this moment, her eyes stared. 

Strong as Jun Xiaoyao, there is a faint feeling of being seen through. 

He didn't like this feeling. 

"I am a traverser. In this world, I am not contaminated with any cause and effect. If she is looking for 

someone's shadow, it will only disappoint her." Jun Xiaoyao thought to herself. 

He is him, Jun Xiaoyao. 

The past, present, and future will not be anyone else. 

Although he has never seen a ghost-faced woman, the ghost-faced woman has already formed a karmic 

connection with him through various opportunities. 

Of course, Jun Xiaoyao didn't need to care about what attitude this woman had towards him. 

He believed that those big bosses in the Jun family should not allow certain taboos to interfere in his 

way. 

Then, some pictures that emerged before Jun Xiaoyao surprised him. 

This is indeed a place of opportunity, the opportunity found by Emperor Luangu when he was young. 

He seems to have also seen the ghost face woman. 
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Then, it was just the back of a peerless fairy. 

When he was young, Emperor Luangu was crushed to his knees. 

This made Jun Xiaoyao dumb. 

With a back figure, the ancient emperor almost knelt down! 

That ghost-faced woman is absolutely terrifying, absolutely a taboo in ancient history! 

Of course, this does not mean that Emperor Luangu is weak. 

After all, he hadn't proclaimed the Dao at that time, and became the Emperor of Luangu. 

However, it is already strong enough and is at a critical stage of imminent transformation. 

"No wonder, is it possible that the Great Emperor Luangu had the opportunity of a ghost-faced woman, 

and thus had a transformation?" Jun Xiaoyao guessed. 

Although the life of Luangu was bumpy, there were also many opportunities. 

Rumor has it that he has more than one chance for the Great Emperor. 

Otherwise, it would not be possible to accumulate something, and finally walked out of his own way and 

created his own law. 

His method is called Luantian Secret Technique! 

"If this is the case, then it will be troublesome..." 

Jun Xiaoyao frowned, did not feel relaxed, but felt even more troublesome. 

At this level, wouldn't he have to defeat this ghost-faced woman to reach the thousandth floor? 

And who is this ghost face woman? 

Probably one of the most stunning figures in the ancient history of Xianyu. 

Faced with such a character, Jun Xiaoyao could not be careless. 

He does have self-confidence, but it does not mean he is arrogant. 

A back figure, maybe even just an afterimage mark, could crush the young Luangu Great Emperor to 

almost kneel down. 

She and the Chaos Seven Heroes of the upper level were not at the same level at all. 

Just when Jun Xiaoyao was thinking about whether he should shoot directly. 

The ghost-faced woman suddenly stretched out her hand. 

The five fingers are slender and white as jade. 

There is also a bronze ring on the jade finger. 

She seemed to hold a ball of light in her hand. 



Jun Xiaoyao was puzzled, stepped forward, and slowly stretched out his hand. 

He touched the hand of the ghost-faced woman. 

It is not an imaginary shadow, it has a warm and delicate feeling. 

Jun Xiaoyao was surprised, is this a real person? 

Or did you touch him over time? 

Then, the light dissipated, leaving a flower behind. 

A flower that looks ordinary and ordinary. 

Rao is a very visionary Jun Xiaoyao, and he did not recognize what kind of flower this flower is. 

But what surprised Jun Xiaoyao the most was. 

This flower is not a ghost or a brand. 

It's a real flower! 

This is very strange. 

You know, the figure in this ancient chaotic tower is all imprinted by the great ancient chaotic emperor 

with supreme means. 

It stands to reason that everything is imaginary and there is no real possibility at all! 

But the flower sent by the ghost-faced woman is real. 

Jun Xiaoyao felt a bit weird. 

This method is beyond his cognition. 

If it wasn't for the arrangement of Emperor Luangu. 

Then it could only be that the ghost-faced woman, through some means, stepped into the long river of 

time and gave him this flower. 

Jun Xiaoyao looked at the ghost-faced woman again. 

The figure of the ghost-faced woman is back. 

Then the mist was hazy, drowning everything. 

"Wait..." Jun Xiaoyao reached out his hand, but didn't catch anything. 

The ghost-faced woman didn't say a word, only gave him a flower and disappeared. 

Jun Xiaoyao took a breath and looked at the flower in his hand. 

White and flawless, faintly, with a little flickering pattern. 

Jun Xiaoyao couldn't see anything for a while. 



It doesn't feel like a product of this era anymore. 

Perhaps it is an ancient medicine plant that is rare in the world or even extinct. 

Jun Xiaoyao shook his head slightly and put it into the space magic weapon. 

"I thought I would experience a great battle, but I didn't expect..." Jun Xiaoyao was slightly lost. 

He almost shot the ghost face woman. 

As a result, the ghost face girl just gave him a flower and disappeared. 

"This level will not be passed like this, right?" Jun Xiaoyao raised his eyebrows. 

However, it was really the same as Jun Xiaoyao thought. 

He was teleported out of this place and boarded the thousandth floor. 

Jun Xiaoyao was very surprised, and at the same time there was a touch of complexity in his eyes. 

He knew that the ghost face woman helped him again and concluded a cause and effect. 

Otherwise, Jun Xiaoyao wanted to rely on force, and it would not be easy to pass this level. 

Just when Jun Xiaoyao set foot on the thousandth floor. 

The ninth and ninety-ninth floor. 

A figure staggered in, it was Qin Wudao. 

"Ah...cough... The Qixiong in Chaos is not bad in strength, but I still passed." 

This figure is Qin Wudao. 

Although he is embarrassed at the moment, he consumes a lot. 

But there was a flame in his eyes, with an exciting color. 

Even Luangu's old enemy, Luantian Qixiong, could not stop him. 

What reason does he have, not to be on the thousandth floor? 

"As a descendant of the ancient chaos, I shall climb to the top!" Qin Wudao is high in fighting spirit, full 

of fighting spirit, and full of mana! 

However, the next moment, before his eyes, the mist was hazy. 

Vaguely, a magnificent figure appeared. 

Without even seeing Qin Wudao clearly, he felt a terrifying and boundless force attacking him. 

In front of this power, Qin Wudao felt that he was like a drop in the ocean, extremely small. 

He didn't even have a chance to react, his figure was hit hard, and a big mouthful of blood came out of 

his mouth. 



The whole person was directly blasted out of the chaotic ancient tower, and then fell heavily on the 

ground. 

boom! 

A shock like a meteorite broke out, and the earth cracked, spreading huge cobweb-like cracks. 

Lying in the middle was an extremely embarrassed Qin Wudao, his chin covered with blood. 

"This……" 

In all directions, all Tianjiao's expressions were stunned and never recovered. 

"It's the son of the Qin family!" 

Almost all his eyes fell on Qin Wudao, with a hint of sympathy in his eyes. 

This Qin Wudao looked a bit miserable. 

"It seems that I still failed..." 

The eyes of Yu Yunshang and Brahma also fell. 

"How could it be so, how could it be possible, it was almost ~www.mtlnovel.com~ almost reached the 

top..." 

Qin Wudao got up from the pit, in a state of loss, his mind was blank. 

Isn't he a descendant of chaos? 

There is no problem with his qualifications. 

Climbing a thousand floors and getting the inheritance of chaos should be a certainty. 

But now, how could it be like this? 

If it had been defeated in a great battle, then Qin Wudao would have nothing to say, he could only say 

that his skills were inferior. 

But the problem is. 

He had just stepped onto the ninth and ninth floor, and he was blasted out in embarrassment without 

even seeing his opponent's figure clearly. 

It feels like... 

That handsome figure, deliberately didn't want him to pass. 

 


